
Veronica Brady has intrigued, outraged 
and inspired throughout her unconventional 
career as a nun, academic and political 
activist. Viewed as a visionary, a radical, 
and an uncompromising warrior for human 
rights, Veronica has provoked opposition and 
admiration from many sides. Newly released 
authorised biography Larrikin Angel is an 
engaging exploration of one of Australia’s  
great stirrers. 

A splendid tribute to an utterly splendid woman. Veronica 
Brady's personal combination of activism, spirituality and 
energetic intelligence is a model of how to be-in-the-world with 
both rigorous conscience and profound affirmation.

Gail Jones

Veronica Brady's profound literary sensibility, as well as her 
vision, moral integrity and fearless truth-speaking, made her 
the perfect biographer of my mother, Judith Wright. Larrikin 
Angel gives a fine, vivid sense of Veronica’s own story and 
shows why she must be considered one of Australia's most 
precious assets.

Meredith McKinney

Veronica Brady's question ‘Do we worship Jesus or an 
institution?’ captures her value to the Church she has served 
and to all of us. In an often smug and complacent society, we 
need Veronica Brady and her ilk to remind us to look beyond 
ourselves. I think Jesus would be OK with her.

  Fred Chaney
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A biography of
Veronica Brady

Kath Jordan

Dr Kath Jordan has taught literature at universities in
Australia, the USA and South Africa, and was for a number
of years Head of English at Methodist Ladies’ College,
Perth. She is the author of The Welles Anthology: MS. 
Rawlinson C.813.

Combining the roles of political activist, literary academic and
Catholic nun, Veronica Brady was one of the more intriguing figures
on the Australian scene in the latter part of the twentieth century. 
As well as covering her childhood, her decision to enter a religious
order, her rise through the ranks of academia and her social activism,
this authorised biography discusses Dr Brady’s term on the board 
of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, her preparation of the
biography of Judith Wright and her travels in China, among many
other facets of her very full life. The author has had access to private
papers and has spoken to many of her subject’s acquaintances and
former colleagues.

A splendid tribute to an utterly splendid woman. Veronica Brady's personal
combination of activism, spirituality and energetic intelligence is a model
of how to be-in-the-world with both rigorous conscience and profound 
affirmation. Gail Jones

Ah, Veronica Brady, my favourite Catholic, the one of whom Pope John
Paul II used to ask every morning when he woke up, 'Is she dead yet?' A story
worth the telling. Phillip Adams

Veronica Brady's profound literary sensibility, as well as her vision, moral 
integrity and fearless truth-speaking, made her the perfect biographer of my
mother, Judith Wright. Larrikin Angel gives a fine, vivid sense of Veronica’s
own story and shows why she must be considered one of Australia's most
precious assets. Meredith McKinney

Veronica Brady's question ‘Do we worship Jesus or an institution?’ captures
her value to the Church she served and to all of us. In an often smug and
complacent society, we need Veronica Brady and her ilk to remind us to 
look beyond ourselves. I think Jesus would be OK with her. Fred Chaney
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Dr Kath Jordan has taught literature at universities 
in Australia, the USA and South Africa. She is the 
author of The Welles Anthology.
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